
 

  

 

 

Gianni & Origoni boosts its Litigation and Arbitration department  
with the hire of partner Stefano Rossi 

 

Stefano joins with a team specialized in insurance litigation 

 

Rome, Nov. 16, 2022 - International law firm Gianni & Origoni is pleased to announce that Stefano 
Rossi, an expert in insurance litigation, has joined its Litigation and Arbitration department in Rome, 
as Partner. He arrives with associates Ludovica Rossi and Piera Starnino. 
 
Stefano joins from Grimaldi Law Firm and has many years of experience in litigation and advisory work, 
with particular reference to the insurance sector. 
 
He graduated in Law from the University of Siena in 2000 and is a member of the Rome Bar Association. 
His professional qualifications encompass rights of audience in the Higher Courts and Tribunals.  
 
Stefano has held academic positions and has been appointed on several occasions as a member of the 
Ethics Committee for the Lazio Region. He was a consultant in Strategic Management of hospital 
entities and public health companies involved in tender commissions for the assignment of insurance 
and brokerage services as well as Chairman of the Claims Management and Evaluation Committee. 
 
With 63 professionals, including 12 Associates, Gianni & Origoni's Litigation and Arbitration 
department is one of the largest and most structured in Italy. The addition of Stefano Rossi and the 
team he coordinates further strengthens the department, which already boasts numerous primary 
clients in the insurance and banking sectors. 
 
Paolo Gnignati, Co-Head of the Litigation and Arbitration Department at Gianni & Origoni, comments: 
"We are very pleased to welcome Stefano and his team. Clients will further benefit from an increased 
expertise in insurance litigation and an even more effective response in this particular area. This hire 
reflects our continued focus on expanding market coverage and anticipating our clients' needs, as ever 
at the forefront of our service model." 
 
Stefano Rossi states: "My colleagues and I are honoured and excited to join Gianni & Origoni, a firm 
which is internationally recognized for the quality and excellence of its professionals and services. We 
are confident we will make an important contribution.” 

  
Notes to Editor: 

 

Gianni & Origoni is an international law firm with over 430 lawyers distributed in the offices of Rome, Milan, Bologna, Padua, 
Turin, Abu Dhabi, Brussels, Hong Kong, London and New York.  
 
The firm is considered among the leaders in Italy in global business services and is active in the field of M&A, Corporate, 
Banking and Finance, Capital Markets, Antitrust and Regulatory, Real Estate, Litigation and Arbitration, Restructuring, Public 
Law and Tenders, Environmental, Projects, Tax, Labour, IP, Wealth and Trust, Shipping Aviation and Transportation. 
 
In 2021 the firm was awarded “Law firm of the Year” at the 2021 Chambers Europe Awards as well as "Corporate Firm of the 
Year" for Italy at the 2021 IFLR Europe Awards. 

 

  



 

 

For further information: 
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